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Welcoming our new team members!

Youth Advocacy Council, Team
Lead 
Elisha Bedford, pronouns she/her/hers, is excited to be
joining the Healthy Futures of Texas team as a Team Lead
for YAC. Elisha, a San Antonio native, is currently a senior at
Texas A&M University-San Antonio majoring in Education to
further work and teach children and young adults. Along with
continuing her journey to create and help others, she looks
forward to advocating for the youth in San Antonio

communities. In her free time, Elisha enjoys modeling for small local businesses, producing
and writing music, and living life to the fullest with close friends.

Program Coordinator, Health
Education & YAC 
Sophia Montemayor, pronouns she/her/hers, is excited to be
joining the Healthy Futures of Texas team as a Program
Coordinator for Health Education. Sophia, a San Antonio
native, is a Public Health graduate from The University of
Texas at San Antonio and looks forward to advocating for the
youth in San Antonio communities. By joining the Healthy
Futures of Texas team, her personal passion is becoming
her professional ambition. In her free time, Sophia enjoys good food and spending time with
her family, friends, and dog, Meatball.

TWHC's
Member
Spotlight
TWHC wrapped up Women’s
History Month with a member
spotlight on the Texas Women’s
Foundation. They chatted with
Vice President of Programs, Lisa De La Garza, about investing in women and girls and
what their 2020 report on Economic Issues for Women in Texas revealed.

Read More: Here 

Bills, Bills, Bills: HB 320
Every session TWHC monitors a flurry of bills in their legislative corner. This session,
they're adding a new component, Bills, Bills, Bills where they zoom in on the legislation
they're advocating for and examine how it will affect the women’s health programs. You’ll
also get talking points and other great information to assist you in your own advocacy
efforts.

Learn More: Here

The TFYHI Team is getting connected!
In just four months the Healthy Futures TFYHI team has developed not only relationships,
but also a positive reputation within the foster community in San Antonio and the Rio
Grande Valley. We've been connecting and collaborating with child-placing agencies,
residential organizations, and consultants to ensure that quality sex ed is woven into the
very fabric of child welfare. With partners like Family Tapestry, our Initiative has been the
topic of conversation among the network, expanding our outreach efforts and bringing more
voices to the table for progress and change.

With new partners reaching out to us for support around sex ed, we are entering a new
phase of development. After an in-depth look at Power Through Choices, an evidence-
based curriculum designed for young people in foster care, we look forward to piloting
programs in the coming months, working with the community to innovate approaches to
youth and caregiver empowerment.

To learn more about the Initiative, or to become a partner, email Project Lead Chuck at cvela@hf-
tx.org. 

BAEs in the Spotlight!
BAE-B-SAFE has stepped ahead of the curve when it comes to transitioning programming 
to the virtual space. As the federally funded project is coming to an end, the team has been 
asked to share their knowledge and expertise nationally.  

Ginger Mullaney, Program Director shared knowledge, skills, and strategies to 

successfully leverage the current environment by adapting and tailoring programs to best fit 

participants' needs in Reimagining Challenges: How to Capitalize and Expand 

Programming during COVID.

Kelsey Olson, BBS Program Coordinator participated in Centering Community College 

Students in Sexual & Reproductive Health Interventions: Lessons from Texas & 

Mississippi. The webinar shared new research on the sexual and reproductive health 

needs and experiences of community college students. See how BAE-B-SAFE was featured 

in the IWPR report here!  

BBS Health Educators, Brooke Becker and Corrie Rodriguez. were spotlighted in the 

Supporting Youth: Trauma-Informed Virtual Program Implementation webinar to share 

how the team has successfully incorporated a trauma-informed approach into virtual 

program implementation. 
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